BESPOKE MILLINERY COUTURE SERVICE
We also offer a high end bespoke service for our millinery clients. Whether you are off to the
races, are a bride, a mother of bride/groom, wedding guest attendee or simply off to a special
occasion that calls for a stunning headpiece, the process of creating a unique design with
Natalie is available to you.
You will begin with an appointment over a cup of tea with Natalie to discuss your dream
millinery piece. We would suggest you bring along your outfit and accessories (if you do
already have them) to best match with colours and materials we have available.
There will be the trying on of different millinery pieces we have in the boutique to establish
your desired sense of style and viewing of different colours and materials. Natalie will then
take down all specifications and from there begin your bespoke journey. Throughout your
bespoke millinery construction process Natalie and her team of skilled milliners are
completely hands on with the craftsmanship. Together they block, cut, sew, and hand finish
your design in their atelier.
We offer a half-hour consultation for $60. The consultation fee is redeemable upon purchase.
If a bespoke couture millinery service sounds like you, please book here for your
appointment.

MILLINERY COLLECTION
Our millinery collection is ready to be shipped out to you or for you to purchase from our
boutique. All colour variants in the different styles are available on our online boutique;
otherwise please book an appointment here to view and try on the pieces from the collection.
Any alternations required will carry an alteration service fee.

MADE IN NEW ZEALAND
Natalie Chan wants to continue to support Made in New Zealand as she has done since 2002.
Materials are first sourced from New Zealand textile companies before being sourced
overseas. Each dress/gown/millinery piece is expertly hand made in our atelier under Natalie
and her team of expert seamstresses.

STYLING SERVICES
We have a team of experts that are completely in love with weddings, social occasions and
dressing up here at Natalie Chan, so we offer on-hand styling advice for all of our clients. We
consult with complete honesty and integrity and take into account comfort and practicality,
as we believe inner confidence is essential in radiating outer beauty.

EXTRA ADDED NOTES: OUR VALUES
- Each Natalie Chan design is ethically made in Auckland.
-We value sustainability and have a donation program of our textile/ millinery off cuts to
communities around NZ to encourage creativity opportunities.

-

Recycling is important to us and the environment, so we do every bit to recycle all our
paper use. All paper is used and reused multiple times before we part with it.

-

We have a standard recycling program at our workplace here and it makes us happy
to know even our waste bin takes us up to 4-5 months to fill!

-

Giving back, Natalie personally chooses 2 charities every year to support including
the national children’s hospital Starship.

- By choosing Natalie Chan, we love letting our clients and customers know that they also
support our values as a business and brand. Thank you for letting us do so since 2002!

